First grade students at Wynne Primary School are given two options for obtaining credit
for an AMI day.
Option 1 is to complete the paper packet for the day and return to school within 3 school
days of returning to school for attendance credit.
Option 2 is to complete a minimum of 20 minutes on Lexia , 20 minutes on Dreambox,
and 20 minutes on Reflex. Teachers will verify students’ online work for attendance credit
for the canceled day. These sites may be accessed from this webpage:
wynneprimary.symbaloo.com (Don’t type www. In the URL box). If you are downloading
the dreambox app for the first time the school access code is zd6p/wynneps.
First Grade Day 1
Reading - Read Works Passage “How to See Sound” - Read the passage or have a family
member read the passage with you.Talk about what you read with a family member. Then
answer the questions about the passage. Remember to go back and find the answers in the
text. Remember to write answers to open-ended questions in a complete sentence.
Math - Math Sprint page - Circle the addends that make 10 and add. Math Story Problem page
- Solve each story problem by drawing a picture and write a number sentence to match.
Writing - Draw it! Write it! page - Follow the directions to draw a sun. Follow the outline to write
about your picture on the next page.

First Grade Day 2
Reading - Read Works Passage “My Town’s Festival” - Read the passage or have a family
member read the passage with you.Talk about what you read with a family member. Then
answer the questions about the passage. Remember to go back and find the answers in the
text. Remember to write answers to open-ended questions in a complete sentence.
Math - Math Sprint page - Circle the addends that make 10 and add. Math Story Problem page
- Solve each story problem by drawing a picture and write a number sentence to match.
Writing - Draw it! Write it! page - Follow the directions to draw a police car. Choose a story
starter to write about your picture on the next page.

First Grade Day 3
Reading - Read Works Passage “Martin Luther King Jr.” - Read the passage or have a family
member read the passage with you.Talk about what you read with a family member. Then
answer the questions about the passage. Remember to go back and find the answers in the
text. Remember to write answers to open-ended questions in a complete sentence.
Math - Math Sprint page - Write the missing number. Math Story Problem page - Solve each
story problem by drawing a picture and write a number sentence to match.

Writing - Draw it! Write it! page - Follow the directions to draw a gift. Answer the questions
about your picture. Use your answers to write a story about your picture on the next page.
First Grade Day 4
Reading - Read Works Passage “Margo’s Idea.” - Read the passage or have a family member
read the passage with you.Talk about what you read with a family member. Then answer the
questions about the passage. Remember to go back and find the answers in the text.
Remember to write answers to open-ended questions in a complete sentence.
Math - Math Sprint page - Write the missing number. Math Story Problem page - Solve each
story problem by drawing a picture and write a number sentence to match.
Writing - Draw it! Write it! page - Follow the directions to draw a party balloons. Follow the
outline to write about your picture on the next page.

First Grade Day 5
Reading - Read Works Passage “Earth’s Moon.” - Read the passage or have a family member
read the passage with you.Talk about what you read with a family member. Then answer the
questions about the passage. Remember to go back and find the answers in the text.
Remember to write answers to open-ended questions in a complete sentence.
Math - Math Sprint page - Write the missing number. Math Story Problem page - Solve each
story problem by drawing a picture and write a number sentence to match.
Writing - Draw it! Write it! page - Follow the directions to draw a fish.Choose a story starter to
write about your picture on the next page.

